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T U R N
Short Sci-fi Story

The year is 1994 in the Nevada desert. On a drive out into
the desert from work, a normal guy named Blake Rutter
encountered beings from another dimension. This leads
to questions about his mental health and whether he is
telling the truth. The events he experiences are shocking,
but he has help from above. He is on a mission to uncover
the truth about his origin in this universe and the fate of

planet Earth.

S T E V E J A M E S W A T S O N



Chapter One

The year is 1994. Location: Nevada Desert.

The conditions are humid, calm, and tranquil. It is at dusk.

A normal guy called Blake Rutter is driving home from

work. He is in his SUV, going along a vacant stretch of

open road. No sign of any disturbances, perfect conditions

for driving. To save time, Blake turns right and takes a

different route with empty roads.

As Blake drives at a steady speed, he suddenly notices an

orb of light in the night sky. He initially assumed it was a

helicopter or a plane, which is frequent in the region. Of

course, it’s quite close to Area 51, so it would be very

normal to spot aircraft. He saw the orb of light dance in

the sky, a sight he'd never witnessed.

It was getting closer and closer to his SUV. Suddenly, the

object appeared over his car and Blake’s SUV stopped

dead. The whole car switched off and he could no longer

start it. Absolutely stunned.. Blake sat there in fear.

Suddenly, three beings appeared in front of him outside

his SUV.



They stood there staring at him. These beings walked

closer to his car. They had enormous almond eyes and

blue skin. Suddenly a beam came down from the orb of

light and lifted Blake through the roof of his car. He was

terrified. Not knowing what to do, he screamed, but it was

no use. He could do nothing and had a bad feeling about

what was going to happen to him.

Now, the ship has taken him up.. They put him on an

operating table and begin probing him with instruments,

which was causing a great deal of pain. The beings make

an incision into his head and appear to be inserting an

object.

Blake, in his fear, couldn’t move at all. It paralysed him.

He screamed out in pain and asked for help from god, or

anybody that could help. In a moment of amazement,

suddenly four beings interrupt coming into the craft and

stop what's happening. The three beings that abducted

Blake flee from the operating room and they rescued

him.

Blake suddenly could move again and speak. He said

“what just happened?”. One being said “We are your

guardians.” “You have a chip in your body to alert us,

when you are in any danger from other beings who wish



to harm you.”. Blake says “You came more or less just in

time.” The being in front of Blake responds, “We are sorry

you had to go through this experience, but it’s very

common on earth.”

Blake gets up from the operating table and goes with the

beings back to his SUV. Once in his car, the beings that

rescued him say “We can’t tell you exactly who we are yet,

but it will come in time”. “Just know that we are here to

protect you and we will be in touch again. Blake drove

home. He was still shaken from the incident and was

trying to make sense of what had just happened to him.

He got home and sat down in a chair at his table. In front

of him was a bottle of whiskey. He had a swig and tried to

make sense of it all. Blake is a loner, he has no wife or

children. Although he has a brother and sister and mum

and dad. He wonders who to tell about his ordeal, but he

knows deep down no one will believe him.

Blake gives a psychiatrist that he is aware of and knows

well a call in the morning. He doesn’t think he’s baffling,

but he wants some therapy for the trauma he went

through. It’s the next morning. Blake calls the psychiatrist

and books an appointment for that day. He gets in his SUV

and drives over to him for about 1pm in the afternoon.



When he gets there, he parks up and wonders in to the

practice. As soon as he gets in, he didn’t have to wait long

before he was called in. He sits down and talks to the

psychiatrist. The therapist says to him, “Now Blake, what

can I do for you today?”. "I was abducted by aliens," Blake

says to the therapist, acknowledging it might sound

unbelievable.

The therapist responds kindly, “Ah, ok Blake, and what

exactly happened?”. He says “Well, I was driving In my car

into the desert, and suddenly I noticed an orb of light that

got closer and closer to me.” The therapist responds a bit

skeptically, “Right ok, and then what happened?”.

Blake says “Well, it suddenly appeared above my car and

lifted me up into the ship. Umm, sorry this is very difficult

for me to describe this.” He says “No Blake, that’s fine,

you clearly look scared by what you experienced.” He

says, “I think we need to do some mental evaluation of

your mental health.” He says, “I am not saying you're

baffling Blake, but you need to understand that his would

seem a little out there to some.”

Blake says, “Yes, I know this, but I am telling you it’s dead

real and it really happened. Even my guardians turned up

to save me.” He says “Your guardians turned up?”. Blake



responds, “Yes, they said they are here to protect me.”

The therapist says “Right Blake, I understand, the trouble

is Blake I am having a hard time believing all of this.” “I

am not saying you are nuts, but we need to do further

sessions and evaluate your mental health to be sure.

Blake says “I knew you would have a challenge believing

me”. He say “Let’s end this session for today and I will

book you in for another session soon”. He says “Ok, that’s

fine, I am going to need all the support I can get”. Blake

leaves the practice and goes on home. Once home,

Blakes wonders what to do next. He wonders whether to

tell his family about his ordeal. At the moment, he leaves

it for a while. And has a lie down in bed.

Eventually Blake drifts off a sleep. During his alpha state,

he gets flash backs of his abduction. His body twitches as

he recalls what happened. He recalls these slender,

almond-shaped eyed beings standing over him. Blake

twitches more than he recalls the finer details of his

experience.

Suddenly, he wakes up violently. Laying there sweating

from his nightmare, Blake decides he needs to get back to

work and try to ignore his experience. Blake works for a

banking firm. He is a financial advisor. He drives into



work that day as he had already told them he wasn’t

well.

Blake wanted to tell everyone everything, but he also

knew it would be very hard to do so because not

everyone would believe him. Blake gets into his office and

sits down. Sat there contemplating his next move, he

reads some documentation. As he’s sat there, his

secretary walks in. She say “Oh Blake, how are you

doing?, you said you were not well today”. Blake responds

“Yes Anthea, I wasn’t well at all, but I am here now”. She

says “What was wrong?”.

He says carefully, “Well, it’s difficult to describe. I had a

very unusual experience, and to be honest, I don’t think

anyone would believe me to be honest.” She says “Try me

Blake.”

“Well, I had a scary encounter with other wordly beings

last night.” “They abducted me and did some probing, and I

was so scared and in a lot of pain.” She says “Oh Blake,

that’s awful, and I am not saying I don’t believe you.” “In

fact, I believe in these things.”

Blake responds surprised at her response “Oh Anthea, I

never knew this. After all these years, I have known you.”



She says “Blake, you can trust me.” “I know how

traumatic this must have been for you.” Blake says “My

guardians turned up and rescued me from these beings.”

She says “Oh, that’s amazing, you must have been so

relieved.”

He says, “Yes, I am thankful for them for intervening when

they did, otherwise I don’t know what would have

happened.”



Chapter Two

After a day at work, Blake returns home. Once home, he

decides to switch on the Television. The first channel that

comes on is the local news channel. To his amazement, a

news anchor narrates the top story. “Just in. There have

been reports of multiple UFO sightings in the west

Michigan area, with at least 300 witnesses.” “The sighting

consisted of around 5 to 6 objects, all flashing different

colours”.

Blake’s response was in amazement as he had never

been interested in this subject before. It certainly perked

his interest, and he wants to know more, especially about

his experiences. He was eager to meet the beings that

rescued him recently. After a day’s work, Blake decides to

sleep on it all and see what happens in the morning.

He seems to have been a sleep for 3hrs at least, but

something wakes him up. His eyelids suddenly open and

he is met with a glowing bright light in his room. Trying to

adjust his eyesight, he tries to focus on the light.

Suddenly, one being manifested in front of him in his

room. Blake says “Oh, I recognize you from the night of

my abduction”. The being responds “Yes Blake, we have



returned, we have come to help you understand why you

are here”.

He says “Who are you?”. “Well, you can call me Zee.” Blake

says “I am glad to see you again, thank you for saving me.”

“That’s ok Blake, we are here to remove the implant that

those beings put in you”. He responds “Oh, yes I

understand”. “It’s not for tracking purposes, but it’s more

about what they can do with your mind,. Which is what we

are more worried about”.

Zee uses an advanced device to render the implant not

functional any more and removes the implant. Blake says

“Is that it? The implant is gone?”. Zee responds “Yes Blake,

we actually can holographically remove things like

implants from humans. It’s likely beyond your

understanding”. “Don’t worry, it’s all done now”. Zee says

“We need to keep the implant we put in you, as it will alert

us to any trouble you may be in”.

“The problem is Blake, these beings that abducted you

don’t need a chip to find you. They can read you by your

energy.” Blake says “Oh ok, that makes sense, now I am

terrified.” Zee says “Don’t worry Blake, as we have said

before, we are your guardians and also your family”.”. He

says “My family?”. Blake appears confused. “Yes, Blake,



you see you are a galactic being yourself, which is why

they are interested in you.”.

“We plan to take you on our ship and take you back home

for a visit.” Blake seems excited by the prospect of going

home. He says “That would be amazing.” Zee says “We

will take you home now, don’t worry you won’t be gone

long, in fact you won’t even notice in terms of earth time.”

Blake says, “Ok Zee, thank you. I will get myself ready and

dressed.” Zee “No problem.” Blake proceeds into the ship

and sits down on a chair for the trip into space. He asks

“Where exactly are we going Zee.” Zee says “We are going

back to Alpha Centauri.” “This is our home system, and

this is where you come from too, Blake.”

Blakes excited about the journey. He asks “Is your star

system peaceful?”. Zee says “Yes, to a degree, but you

have to understand that not all of space is peaceful.” “In

fact, Blake, there is a galactic war going on right now.”

“And you are a part of that, because that’s why we have

told you that you are a galactic being yourself.”

Blake says “What is my role in all of this?” Zee says “You

are a commander of a star-fleet Blake, you don’t realise

how important you are.” “That’s why you got attacked.



They know who you are.” Blake sits in bewilderment and

is surprised by the revelations. Blake says “It’s going to

be difficult for me to be going back and forth from earth,

and lead a normal life.”

Zee says “You won’t be able to have a normal life Blake,

you are not any human being, you are very important.” He

says “Ok Zee, I understand. It will just take a little getting

used to, that’s all.” “You will adjust to the experience. The

fact of the matter is Blake, we need you here as well, so

we can brief you.” “You are on earth to carry out a certain

mission.” Zee continues “But it will be difficult on earth as

well, as there are certain forces that know you are there.”

Blake seems concerned. Zee says “Don’t worry Blake, we

have your back, and will not let anyone hurt you.” “But we

must say that we cannot guarantee that you won’t get

abducted again.” Zee explains, “Your implant only informs

us with a slight delay, and we will appear as quickly as

possible, but you will never be left alone.”

Zee says “It is part of your contract and ours to help

support you in this current incarnation.” The ship lifts off

and heads to Alpha Centauri. This is Blake’s first time in

deep space, and it astonished him at the beauty of it. As



the ship suddenly prepares to shift inter dimensionally

and to get to the location quicker.

Suddenly, the ship goes into warp drive and arrives at its

destination in seconds. Bakes asks a question, “Wow, how

is that even possible?”. Zee responds, “We are way too

advanced for you to understand Blake, our technology is

thousands of years more advanced than Earth’s”. The

beauty of Alpha Centauri is all there to see for Blake and

he just sits there trying to take it all in.

The ship lands on the surface on the planet and they get

ready to leave to the ship. Blake gets out of the ship and

stands in amazement as he sees beautiful crystal cities

as far as he can see. Blake says, “Zee, this is amazing and

so beautiful to experience. Zee responds, “Yes, Blake, we

are very proud of our civilization here in Alpha Centauri”.

Zee continues, “As a civilization, we live very simple lives,

unlike Earth, which is very materialistic”. “We love and

support each other, and it’s more about the oneness of

consciousness that really matters”. Blake says “It all

makes total sense Zee, I would like to stay here really,

rather than stay on Earth”.



Zee says “I know Blake, but you can’t stay here, you are

contracted to remain on earth at this time”. “But one day

you will return here, just be patient, and all will come

together in time”. Blake and Zee walk towards one of the

crystal buildings and walk through one of the doors.

They walk into a room that features holographic screens

similar to television screens, but way more advanced. Zee

interfaces with one of the screens and brings up

information about Blake’s past lives”. Blake reacts, “Oh

my god, is this really me here”. Zee responds, “Yes, Blake,

this is versions of you in past lives as a cosmic being”.

Zee continues, “You have existed for eons of time, and

have had many lives as different species”.

“However, most of your lives have been as an Alpha

Centaurian.”



Chapter Three

Blake responds, “That’s so amazing Zee, I didn’t realize all

this.” Zee says, “You have had an interesting existence

Blake, you have been preparing for this mission for eons

of time”. Blake says concerningly, “After all this, I wish I

didn’t have to go back to earth”. Zee says, “Yes, I know

Blake, but you have to, it’s part of your earth contract”.

“There is something really important coming to earth very

soon Blake.” Blake responds, “Oh really what’s that?”. “The

earth is going through a dimensional shift and earth will

ascend into the 5th dimension”. Zee says, “That is the

primary reason you are here, Blake, to see the earth shift

into its new frequency”.

Blake says, “Does that mean everything will be better on

Earth”.Zee says excitedly, “Yes, Blake, the earth will move

into a more loving reality where only high-vibe souls will

exist”. “Right now, we have a war to fight in space against

the dark forces”.

Blake says, “Like the ones that abducted me?”. Zee says,

“Yes, Blake, there are some very unpleasant beings in this

universe.” “and, they must be dealt with, the good news is

we are having success”. “Your mission is just to focus on
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